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Pictura showcases a stunning range of art to collect and admire and encourages beginning to

advanced artists to put their own stamp of creativity on the artwork by coloring it in. Its unique

accordion foldout format makes it an attractive decorative piece that can be displayed and shared

with others. Some of the world's most famous and respected illustrators set the foundation of the

artwork by creating beautiful, original, and imaginative scenes. It is up to the individual to color in

these spectacular settings, enhancing the scenes and adding their own personal touch. Coloring

Fairies features the unique art of talented artist Niroot Puttapipat, whose works are highly detailed

and influenced by the intricate and ornate style of the Golden Age. Through Niroot's work, artists are

transported to a magical and whimsical world of fairies. On the flip side of the panel, this famous

illustrator shares the story of a chance encounter with fairies and offers step-by-step instructions for

drawing a fairy. With so many details packed into an 8-panel display, Coloring Fairies invites artists

to discover hidden whimsical creatures and fairies as they color their way through this ethereal

world of charm and fantasy.
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iam an instant addict. Been on a buying spree w these. I bought 8 in the last week. They are

amazing. Hard to find so don't pass it up. I have been using colored pencils and it is just beautiful.

The artwork it amazing. Iam hoping they plan on releasing more titles. I will be keeping an eye out



for them.

This is a story book to treasure, just as it arrives at your door. But it is much much more, it is also a

coloring experience, an adventure that will delight school aged children and adults alike.The 8 panel

panorama is captivating with stunning artwork that transports you magically into the Realm of

Beautiful Winged Fairies. It will provide hours of enjoyment and creativity.The 6 page story is

enchanting, called (There are Fairies in the Woods) it starts:My mother showed me once how to sit

so very still, until all the clacking thoughts of day to day had emptied from my mind, and thenâ€¦..1.

The book is 6 Ã‚Â¾ inches by 9 inches when it is closed; it is made as a panorama and opens like

an accordion to 8 panels wide on one side.The other side opens to a 6 panel story book with more

pictures to color. Then part of a panel demonstrates how to draw a fairy. The last panel on this side

is framed and left blank for you to color.2. The book panels are made of light cardboard with a

medium weight cardboard cover.3. You can use colored pencils, inks or felt tip pens to color

Love, love, love this little book to color. It's so beautiful I just kept looking at it for days until I was

brave enough to start coloring. The shading of this artwork makes coloring by someone like me who

does not have much artistic talent- come out looking wonderful! The paper used is thicker- closer to

cardboard and accepts colored pencil well. I am hoping to frame it once it is all colored.

This is the 3rd coloring book I bought from this series.Even though the drawings are amazing, it got

4 stars because some of images are a little blurry. I am not sure they were caused by a bad print job

or the originals were scanned with low resolution. I tried to look at other reviewers pictures but could

not tell if I got a bad copy. I decide to keep this because I love the illustrations and the blurriness

would not prevent me from enjoying it. I uploaded 2 digitals so you can make your own

judgement.The shading of this book is not as dark as the Medieval Times book so I can still shade

with color pencils.There are 5 images in the back and they can be colored as well.Paper quality is

excellent and is probably one of the thickest in the market.There are 8 of 8" x 6 5/6" panels with total

width of 53 3/8" but you don't need to open all to color. It is easy to lay it flat to work on.I

recommend this book.

This is most certainly not for small children to color. The illustrations are beautiful, but so very tiny

and detailed. Some of the smallestpictures to color I have ever seen. The book will be lovely if

anyone has the patience and skill to color it carefully.



Nice book!!! But I thought it was a book with lots of coloring pages. Only one large page with lots of

Fairies.

I ADORE this book. It is gorgeously drawn and full of whimsy. I love the panoramic view. I feel

comfortable stopping and starting whenever I want without feeling like I "need to finish just one more

thing.." I plan on getting more in the series! :)

Very pretty and detailed. So much that I am hesistant to color it. The foldout of the pages is strange

and makes coloring a challenge. The book is small which also provides and obstacle. Pages are not

single sided, so colored pencils are a must.
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